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This commentary on the Westminster Confession contains
the following chapters: I. Of the Holy Scripture II. Of God, and
of the Holy Trinity III. Of God's Eternal Decrees IV. Of
Creation V. Of Providence VI. Concerning the Fall of Man, of
Sin, and the Punishment thereof VII. Of God's Covenant with
Man VIII. Of Christ the Mediator IX. Of Free-will X. Of
Effectual Calling XI. Of Justification XII. Of Adoption XIII. Of
Sanctification XIV. Of Saving Faith XV. Of Repentance XVI.
Of Good Works XVII. Of the Perseverance of the Saints XVIII.
Of Assurance of Grace and Salvation XIX. Of the Law of God
XX. Of Christian Liberty, and Liberty of Conscience XXI. Of
Religious Worship, and the Sabbath Day
Recent years have seen a number of high profile scholars
converting to Roman Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy
while a trend in the laity expresses an eclectic hunger for
tradition. The status and role of confessions stands at the
center of the debate within evangelicalism today as many
resonate with the call to return to Christianity’s ancient roots.
Carl Trueman offers an analysis of why creeds and
confessions are necessary, how they have developed over
time, and how they can function in the church of today and
tomorrow. He writes primarily for evangelicals who are not
particularly confessional in their thinking yet who belong to
confessional churches—Baptists, independents, etc.—so that
they will see more clearly the usefulness of the church’s
tradition.
The Westminster Confession of Faith is a Reformed
confession of faith, in the Calvinist theological tradition.
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up by the 1646 Westminster Assembly,
largely of the Church of England, it became and remains the
'subordinate standard' of doctrine in the Church of Scotland,
and has been influential within Presbyterian churches
worldwide.
This accessible, biblical, and thoughtful work digests years of
study and teaching into bite-sized sections. Van Dixhoorn's
work is historical and practical in its focus. It deliberately
presents readers with more than another survey of Reformed
theology; it offers a guide to a particular text, considers its
original proof-texts, and seeks to deepen our understanding
of each paragraph of the Confession.
More than fifty scholars, under R. C. Sproul, collaborated to
produce this study Bible to help readers understand the great
doctrines of the Christian faith. Published by Ligonier
Ministries, trade distribution by P&R Publishing.
by The Westminster DivinesDownloadin EPUB format, also
available for Kindle or in PDFThe Westminster Confession of
Faith is a Reformed confession of faith, in the Calvinist
theological tradition. Although drawn up by the 1646
Westminster Assembly, largely of the Church of England, it
became and remains the 'subordinate standard' of doctrine in
the Church of Scotland, and has been influential within
Presbyterian churches worldwide.In 1643, the English
Parliament called upon "learned, godly and judicious Divines",
to meet at Westminster Abbey in order to provide advice on
issues of worship, doctrine, government and discipline of the
Church of England. Their meetings, over a period of five
years, produced the confession of faith, as well as a Larger
Catechism and a Shorter Catechism. For more than three
centuries, various churches around the world have adopted
the confession and the catechisms as their standards of
doctrine, subordinate to the Bible.The Westminster
Confession of Faith was modified and adopted by
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Congregationalists
in England in the form of the Savoy
Declaration (1658). Likewise, the Baptists of England
modified the Savoy Declaration to produce the Second
London Baptist Confession (1689). English Presbyterians,
Congregationalists, and Baptists would together (with others)
come to be known as Nonconformists, because they did not
conform to the Act of Uniformity (1662) establishing the
Church of England as the only legally-approved church,
though they were in many ways united by their common
confessions, built on the Westminster Confession.
The Westminster Confession is a foundational document for
countless churches worldwide. Churches of all sizes claim it
as their confession, and hold to it with varying degrees of
closeness. However, how many people actually have any real
knowledge of the Confession or feel it is only of relevance to
their church leaders? Joey Pipa's study book is the ideal tool
for all Christians who seek to gain a better understanding of
their faith through exploring an integral cornerstone of
Reformed Christianity. Pipa has produced an accessible,
user- friendly study aid, which illuminates the Westminster
Confession for all Christians, showing it is not just a
document for intellectual theologians, but is as relevant in our
own lives today, as when it was written. Also includes The
Westminster Confession of Faith, The Larger Catechism, The
Shorter Catechism, The Belgic Confession, The Heidelberg
Catechism and the Canons of Dordt
This is the finest edition available in the English language of
the original 1689 London Baptist Confession of Faith along
with the 1695 edition of the Baptist Catechism. This is the
paperback version of the bonded-leather edition that has
been available for nearly 10 years.
The Westminster Confession of Faith is one of the most
precise and comprehensive statements of biblical Christianity,
and it is treasured by believers around the world. Dr. R.C.
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Sproul has called
it one of the most important confessions of
faith ever penned, and it has helped generations of Christians
understand and defend what they believe. In Truths We
Confess, Dr. Sproul introduces readers to this remarkable
confession, explaining its insights and applying them to
modern life. In his signature easy-to-understand style and
with his conviction that everyone's a theologian, he provides
valuable commentary that will serve churches and individual
Christians as they strive to better understand the eternal
truths of Scripture. As he walks through the confession line by
line, Dr. Sproul shows how the doctrines of the Bible--from
creation to covenant, sin to salvation--fit together to the glory
of God. This accessible volume is designed to help you
deepen your knowledge of God's Word and answer the
question, What do you believe?
Excerpt from The Presbyterian Standards: An Exposition of
the Westminster Confession of Faith and Catechisms It is not
claimed that anything really new is presented in these
chapters. From the nature of the case there could scarcely
be. There are excellent treatises on the Confession by
Hodge, Mitchell and others; while Paterson, Fisher and others
have given us excellent expositions Of the Shorter
Catechism. But we are not aware of any book which follows
closely the order of topics found in the Standards, and which
at the same time weaves into a single exposition the contents
of the three documents of which the Westminster symbols are
composed. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more
at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-theart technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such
as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
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imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
The Westminster Confession of Faith is the most
comprehensive statement of biblically-based Christian belief
available. A standard text for explaining the confession - both
in its theological implications and its practical outworking in
Christian living.
In every generation, the Christian church must interpret and
restate its bedrock beliefs, answering the challenges and
concerns of the day. This accessible overview walks readers
through centuries of creeds, councils, catechisms, and
confessions—not with a dry focus on dates and places, but
with an emphasis on the living tradition of Christian belief and
why it matters for our lives today. As a part of the KNOW
series, Know the Creeds and Councils is designed for
personal study or classroom use, but also for small groups
and Sunday schools wanting to more deeply understand the
foundations of the faith. Each chapter covers a key statement
of faith and includes a discussion of its historical context, a
simple explanation of the statement’s content and key points,
reflections on contemporary and ongoing relevance, and
discussion questions.
The confession is a systematic exposition of Calvinist
orthodoxy (which neo-orthodox scholars refer to as
"scholastic Calvinism"), influenced by Puritan and covenant
theology.It includes doctrines common to most of
Christendom such as the Trinity and Jesus' sacrificial death
and resurrection, and it contains doctrines specific to
Protestantism such as sola scriptura and sola fide. Its more
controversial features include the covenant of works with
Adam, the Puritan doctrine that assurance of salvation is not
a necessary consequence of faith, a minimalist conception of
worship, and a strict sabbatarianism
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Confession of Faith is a Reformed
confession of faith, in the Calvinist theological tradition.
Although drawn up by the 1646 Westminster Assembly,
largely of the Church of England, it became and remains the
'subordinate standard' of doctrine in the Church of Scotland,
and has been influential within Presbyterian churches
worldwide. In 1643, the English Parliament called upon
"learned, godly and judicious Divines", to meet at
Westminster Abbey in order to provide advice on issues of
worship, doctrine, government and discipline of the Church of
England. Their meetings, over a period of five years,
produced the confession of faith, as well as a Larger
Catechism and a Shorter Catechism. For more than three
centuries, various churches around the world have adopted
the confession and the catechisms as their standards of
doctrine, subordinate to the Bible.The Westminster Shorter
Catechism (also known simply as the Shorter Catechism or
WSC) was written in the 1640s by English and Scottish
divines. The assembly also produced the Westminster
Confession of Faith and the Westminster Larger Catechism.
The three documents are considered by many Protestants to
be the grandest doctrinal statements to come out of the
English Reformation. Completed in 1647, it was presented to
the Long Parliament on 14 April 1648. The purpose of the
Shorter Catechism is to educate lay persons in matters of
doctrine and belief. The WSC is in a simple question and
answer format to facilitate memorization. Typically, parents
and the church would use the shorter catechism to train their
children in the ways of the Lord. New converts are also given
the WSC as well as the Confession of Faith and Holy
Scripture to study. Various denominations have used the
Westminster Confession and Catechism to instruct their
members.
This useful digital edition of the famous Westminster Shorter
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verses for easy reference.
The Westminster Confession of FaithFor Study
ClassesPresbyterian & Reformed Publishing Company
Offers a comprehensive overview of the Westminster
Confession of Faith, which lays out key church doctrines, with
a summary of the document's teachings and review
questions.
To study the writings and sermons of the Puritans is one of
the most profitable religious exercises the elect-saint can
undertake. Those likeminded saints from bygone eras should
be regularly read to exercise the Spirit’s influence upon us
through the glorious Gospel of Jesus Christ. The Gospel they
preached should be worked into our souls. Those Puritans,
however, are not alone, for they stood on the shoulders of
other men, reformers, who desired to see the world
transformed by the Gospel of God. In this first volume, A
Puritan’s Mind has collected ten individual unpublished
writings that will be a blessing to the saint’s journey here on
earth while Christ tarries. They are refreshment for the soul
ministering the Balm that may aid the most wearied Christian,
or the most seasoned saint. Writers include William Tyndale,
Arthur Salwey, William Ames, John Wallis and many others.
Rowland S. Ward's guide has served as an invaluable
resource for many wishing to understand the rich theological
tapestry of the Westminster Confession. In this revised and
expanded volume, Ward has sought to bring further clarity to,
and appreciation for, this great summary of doctrinal truth. If
you are looking for an easy to read exposition of the
Confession with sharp analysis of its contents and relevant
discussion questions -- look no further.
The Westminster Confession of faith is often treated as the
Bible of the Reformed Church. Yet how few of us have
actually read it? In this study guide, Douglas Wilson takes the
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theologically interested
layman through the Confession itself,
reading the entire text and succinctly and clearly analyzing
topics including the Trinity, the Fall, God's covenant with man,
the sacraments, free will, justification, the civil magistrate, and
more. For those who want to dig deeper, Wilson has assigned
extra readings and comprehension questions from three
different authors (A.A. Hodge, Thomas Vincent, and Francis
Turretin). The perfect medicine for a culture obsessed with
word-bending and qualification, Westminster Systematics
offers an unapologetic and systematic distillation of the word
of God.
Central to God’s character is the quality of holiness. Yet,
even so, most people are hard-pressed to define what God’s
holiness precisely is. Many preachers today avoid the topic
altogether because people today don’t quite know what to do
with words like “awe” or “fear.” R. C. Sproul, in this classic
work, puts the holiness of God in its proper and central place
in the Christian life. He paints an awe-inspiring vision of God
that encourages Christian to become holy just as God is holy.
Once you encounter the holiness of God, your life will never
be the same.

What Do the Five Points of Calvinism Really Mean?
Many have heard of Reformed theology, but may not
be certain what it is. Some references to it have
been positive, some negative. It appears to be
important, and they'd like to know more about it. But
they want a full, understandable explanation, not a
simplistic one. What Is Reformed Theology? is an
accessible introduction to beliefs that have been
immensely influential in the evangelical church. In
this insightful book, R. C. Sproul walks readers
through the foundations of the Reformed doctrine
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and explains how the Reformed belief is centered on
God, based on God's Word, and committed to faith
in Jesus Christ. Sproul explains the five points of
Reformed theology and makes plain the reality of
God's amazing grace.
For centuries, countless Christians have turned to
the Westminster Standards for insights into the
Christian faith. These renowned documents—first
published in the middle of the 17th century—are
widely regarded as some of the most beautifully
written summaries of the Bible’s teaching ever
produced. Church historian John Fesko walks
readers through the background and theology of the
Westminster Confession, the Larger Catechism, and
the Shorter Catechism, helpfully situating them
within their original context. Organized according to
the major categories of systematic theology, this
book utilizes quotations from other key works from
the same time period to shed light on the history and
significance of these influential documents.
The books of Lamentations, Habakkuk, and
Zephaniah are rich with God’s truth concerning our
need of redemption. But hope and mercy have the fi
nal word as God promises to bless those who turn
back to him in faith and repentance. This accessible
study takes readers through these books over the
course of 12 weeks. The prophecies, though far
removed from our historical context, are deeply
relevant and applicable to today’s contemporary
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issues—offering hope for restoration in our fallen
world. Part of the Knowing the Bible series.
The Westminister Confession of Faith is arguably
one of the most precise and accurate summaries of
the content of Biblical Christianity ever set forth in a
creedal form. For centuries the church of Jesus
Christ has found it necessary to confess her faith
before the watching world. Confessions of our faith
have come in the form of brief creedal statements
and larger more comprehensive confessional
documents. From the early days of the the Apostles'
Creed, which includes the opening statement, "I
believe," from the Latin credo, the church's
commitment is shown to the command of our Lord
not only to believe in our hearts, but also to profess
with our lips what it is we believe. Although no
confession written by uninspired authors is to be
taken as having supreme authority over the beleiver,
it is necessary in every generation for the church to
be reminded of it's beliefs and to stand against
constant attacks and distortions of her body of truth.
While no document that is penned by fallible people
cannot bind the conscience in the manner that the
Word of God can and does, The Westminister
Assembly's profound level of theological and biblical
precision presented in this confession is awe
inspiring.Thoughtfully designed, this version of the
Westminister Confession of Faith along with it's
shorter catechism is designed for to come to a
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deeper understanding of and greater love for the
doctrines of grace and God's holy scriptures of which
the confession points to.
The Westminster Assembly of Divines was a council
of theologians and members of the English
Parliament appointed to restructure the Church of
England. It was formed in 1643 during the lead up to
the First English Civil War by the Long Parliament.
This is a concise history, written by Benjamin
Warfield, of The Assembly's work between the years
1643 up until sometime about 1660. From its efforts
were produced a new Form of Church Government,
a Confession of Faith or statement of belief, two
catechisms or manuals for religious instruction
(Shorter and Larger), and a liturgical manual for the
Churches of England and Scotland.
Many churchgoers assume that worship is inherently
boring, something we need to make exciting. But as
Jonathan Landry Cruse shows, churchgoing only
seems monotonous and mundane because our eyes
are blinded to the supernatural wonder that is taking
place all around us. In this book, Cruse helps us
perceive the significance of worship and guides us
through the spiritual actions of a worship service.
Once you recognize how God is doing something to
us and for us and through us in each element of the
service, Lord’s Day worship will become the
highlight of your week! Table of Contents: Foreword
by Michael S. Horton Part 1: Introduction 1. What
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Happens When We Worship? Part 2: A Brief
Theology of Worship 2. The Most Important Thing
We Will Ever Do 3. We Are Being Shaped 4. We
Meet with God 5. God Renews His Covenant 6. We
Submit to God’s Agenda 7. We Commune with the
Saints Part 3: The Parts of the Service 8. God Calls
Us 9. The Verdict Is Pronounced 10. Jesus Gets Up
to Preach 11. God Feasts with Us 12. We Get a New
Name 13. We Sing a New Song Part 4: Conclusion
14. Extraordinarily ordinary Worship 15. Preparing
for Worship
THIS IMPORTANT COLLECTION of essays seeks
to place the work of the Westminster Assembly in its
historical, theological, political and social setting and
challenge inaccurate historical assertions that have
since become commonplace. It places Westminster
in its relation to earlier and later Reformed theology
and provides a fresh evaluation of its contribution to
the Calvinist tradition. It commends it to us as a
faithful expression of clear-headed Christian
thinking. Topics include: The Thirty Nine Articles at
the Confession; Karl Barth and the Westminster
Confession of Faith; The New Perspective, Paul,
Luther & Judaism; Objections to the Covenant
Theology of the Confession; The Nature of the Lord's
Supper according to Calvin and the Westminster
Assembly.
A modern English version of the Shorter Catechism designed
for the instruction of young people and their parents.
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"Scots Confession"
from John Knox. Scottish religious
reformer who played the lead part in reforming the Church in
Scotland in a Presbyterian manner (1510-1572).
In the opening chapter of the Confession, the divines of
Westminster included a clause that implied that there would
no longer be any special immediate revelation from God.
Means by which God had once communicated the divine will,
such as dreams, visions, and the miraculous gifts of the Spirit,
were said to be no longer available. However, many of the
authors of the WCF accepted that prophecy continued in their
time, and a number of them apparently believed that
disclosure of God's will through dreams, visions, and angelic
communication remained possible. How is the cessationist
clause of WCF 1:1 to be read in the light of these claims?
This book reconciles this paradox in a detailed study of the
writings of the authors of the Westminster Confession of
Faith.
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